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Commodore’s Quarterdeck
Dear Members,
We are well into the Sailing season now and I hope that we get some
good weather especially for days like the Regatta. A lot of work has
gone into preparing for this so please try and support the day,
Saturday 16th July. Bring your friends and let them see what a
wonderful club and facilities we have.
I have been fortunate enough to be boating the Gulf of Mexico, swimming with the Dolphins
and also being boarded by the US Coastguard. This was an experience, nice young
Coastguard Officers with guns. They ask
‘if they may come aboard?’ Don’t know
what would happen if you said no.
Anyway they more or less ask the same
questions as our people ask. Flares, life
jackets for everyone, ships papers etc,
but what amazed us was the fact that they
did not ask if we had an anchor (we did).
You would certainly need one if your
engine failed as some of the coastal
waters in the Gulf are very low and there
are hundreds of boats out at the
weekends. It was a good experience for
Bob and I.
Back to the more general things Vivien Burling has bought in some new Regalia, so make
sure you look in the new Catalogues and fit yourself out.
Bob Hough’s Vice Commodore’s Cruise was a success, read his report. My Cruise will be
on the August Bank Holiday 27th August to The Royal Harwich Yacht Club and surrounding
area, depending upon the weather of course. But please take part in the Combined Cruiser
events, Mike Edwards goes to a lot of effort to ensure there is a good turn out.
Sadly, Ray Marshall’s Mother recently passed away and also Lily Carey (wife of Chas
Carey MBE) Chas has been a member many years and was in the forefront of the Canvey
Lifeguards for many years. Our condolences are sent to the families.
The Committee is working well together, but we still look to members for help, so if you
there is anything you can do to help, then please do so, also if you notice anything that needs
doing please let us know.
I wish you good and safe sailing for the season.

Valerie Deane – Commodore
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Ramsgate-ho!

.

This year we started the vice-commodore’s cruise as we meant to go on – with drink in hand!
The cruise this year was to Ramsgate, and my father had called a meeting in the clubhouse the
night before to discuss arrangements. Generally speaking, everyone had a good natter over a
few drinks, which was a lovely way to start the bank holiday weekend, before a good cruise.
There was a good turn out this year. On yachts, we had myself and my parents, Bob and Gillian
Hough, on Morning Star, Bill and Dawn French, and Dawn’s brother Gary, on Max, and Mike
Edwards and Mel on Aztec. We were also joined by Beowulf, with Paul, Benfleet Yacht Club’s
rear commodore, and his wife Alison aboard. For the motorboats, we were joined by Jim and
Elaine Parker on Windsor Maiden, Trevor and Karen Bullock on Castaway II, Martin and Karen
Dobbs on Topaz and Sarah and Jim and their daughter Charlotte on Kiawah. More boats had
signed up, but unfortunately the tide that weekend, which wasn’t particularly high, didn’t make,
meaning that some were unable to get off their moorings.
As we knew we would be unable to get Morning Star off our mooring, we had already moved
her down to Hoo Marina. When we left on Saturday morning, we had a NW wind, force 5-6,
meaning that we shot down the Medway. The boats leaving the club had a rougher time of it
though, especially when we hit North Foreland and everything became a bit hairy. Other than
that, the sail across passed without any real problems, apart from some of the chart plotters not
working, and our radio receiving but not transmitting, leaving everyone wondering where we’d
got to! Oh, and part way there, we performed a graceful, yet some-what unplanned, pivot in
Morning Star, when Dad accidently knocked the AutPilot off. Unfortunately he chose to do this
just as Beowulf appeared behind us, causing them a bit of confusion about our intentions. If
anyone asks, he meant to do it!
The motorboats reached Ramsgate first and put into the Eastern Basin. When the sailing boats
arrived we were told to go to the Western Basin and find moorings. Wind speeds had picked up
by the time we reached Ramsgate however, meaning that we had a bit of a tricky time getting
the boats onto moorings. Everyone
pitched in though (and we even helped a
few boats from other clubs coming in to
moor), and once everyone was sorted we
had a few well-deserved drinks on our
boat. This turned in to a bit of an unofficial
cheese and wine, when everyone arrived
and my mother’s excellent hosting-skills
saw lots of nibbles being passed around.
Having eaten dinner (either on board or at
the famous Pete’s Fish and Chip Factory)
we all headed up to the Royal Temple
Yacht club that evening, to mingle with the
other sailors. We especially made good friends with some chaps who had motored down to
Ramsgate for the bank holiday on the Dunkirk Little Ships, and a couple of them joined us at the
cheese and wine the next day, although it has to be said that my mother wasn’t best pleased
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with me for giving them the wrong start time (an hour earlier), and they arrived whilst she was
still cutting up the cheese! Several glasses of wine, whilst making me very sociable, also seem to
have something of a negative effect on my memory....
So after a lovely evening in the Royal Temple Yacht Club, we had a bit of a lazy Sunday morning,
before setting off, powered by bacon sandwiches, on the walk to Pegwell Bay at around 12. If
you’ve never done the walk from Ramsgate Marina to the bay, it is really lovely and very
picturesque. Ramsgate itself has a lot of history, most notably as a thriving sea side town during
the Victorian era. Walking along the cliff top promenade, towards Pegwell Bay, always makes
me feel very gentile, as though I should be
carrying a parasol and curtseying to passersby! When you reach the pub, the views
across the water are spectacular and you
really feel as though you’ve earned you’re
drink.
The cheese and wine kicked off at about
3.30 that afternoon. It turned out that my
parents had brought so much wine, that I
was curious as to how the boat still floated,
and enough cheese to feed a whole
battalion! Kiawah joined us part way
through the party, bringing their lovely
daughter Charlotte. I had a great time convincing her that I was a real-life pirate, although, as
she thinks I’m a good pirate, she has promised not to tell anyone!
John and Andrew Dobbs also joined Topaz, and two of the
cadets drove down with a girlfriend and came along to the
cheese and wine. Everyone had a lovely time, but when it
reached 10pm and most of the grown-ups crashed out, John
and I felt that the party shouldn’t be over, so we hit
Ramsgate in style (swaying a little), and headed to a night
club. Some of the boats leaving very early on the Monday
morning seemed a little puzzled to see me wondering along
the jetty still in my high heels as they were casting off! Some
people just can’t hack it – as I found out when I tried to get
up a little later, needing to catch a 9am train home.
I wasn’t the only one though – Martin Dobbs had definite
problems raising Gary in the morning, to give him a lift back
to IYC on Topaz. Needless to say, everyone got off OK. A lot
of the boats headed back to Canvey, and Max and Morning Star went across to Gravelines,
France. Sadly, I was unable to join them as I couldn’t get the time off work (sometimes bosses
just don’t understand the call of the sea!), so at this point I shall hand over to our First Mate, aka
Mummy, to continue the voyage....
By Sarah Hough
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Some of us carried on…..
Early on Monday, the motorboat contingent left Ramsgate to return home. Later that morning,
Aztec left for Sandwich, carrying an extra passenger: Paul decided to join them for the trip there,
but return by bus. Unfortunately for him, there were no buses running on a bank holiday and he
had forgotten his mobile and so was unable to call for a taxi! However, he was lucky enough to
stop a cab in the street, which brought him back to Ramsgate.
The river Stour leading up to Sandwich is narrow and winding, but well buoyed. It is very pretty
and well worth a visit, although the narrowness of the river will make turning difficult for larger
boats. Sandwich itself is quaint and picturesque, and there is a small town quay in Sandwich
where pleasure boats also stop.
The crew of the two remaining boats decided to stay in Ramsgate for an extra day, as the very
high winds from Sunday had left the sea quite rough. So we set off for Broadstairs (on foot), and
had a delightful walk in warm sunshine with decreasing winds. The sea was easing too, so the
decision was taken to head for Gravelines on Tuesday.
7:00 am Tuesday morning Max and Morning Star left
Ramsgate in NW force 4-5 winds, with some stronger gusts.
We decided to motor until we were past the Goodwin
Sands, never a pleasant place to be on an ebb tide, then
hoisted all sails and set off across the Channel. The waves
had decreased since the weekend, but the sea was very
sloppy, making for a fast but not particularly comfortable
crossing. We were happy to see the entrance to Gravelines,
but then slightly worried to see a large dredger at the mouth
of the river. However as we got closer, we could see that
there was enough room to go past on the starboard side and
we were soon moored up on the visitor’s berth in
Gravelines.

Max nearing
France

The harbour master at Gravelines was very helpful, making sure that we were comfortable and
understood the key system used for accessing the jetties, although he spoke very little English.
We made our way to the capitainnerie to
pay our dues and were greeted
enthusiastically by Rudy, the restaurant
manager, who remembered us as
members of Island Yacht Club, and
insisted on giving us a drink. He is now
collecting baseball caps. Luckily we had a
spare IYC one, which he has put at the
top of his collection! The people in the
office were as pleasant as ever, but the
marina is getting even more silted.
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Wednesday was warm and sunny, so we went for a gentle stroll
around the town, finishing up at a bar in the central square where
we had a little refreshment before returning to the boats. The
forecast was for similar weather the next day, but deteriorating
conditions from Friday, although there were no details as to when
it would get worse or how bad it would get. So we consulted the
unofficial IYC meteorologist, Mike Edwards, who said that strong
northeasterly winds were predicted for Friday, increasing over the
weekend. Reluctantly, we decided to return on Thursday.
The weather was again glorious in the early morning, strong
sunshine and light winds. But by the time the lock gates were Refreshments in Gravelines
open and we were able to leave, the wind was already increasing.
We set off late in the morning, and had a fantastic sail all the way back from Gravelines: the
weather continued warm and sunny, the
sea was slight and the visibility was good.
Sailing
As we approached Ramsgate, we could
home
hear yachts calling up to find their race
times. There had been a race from
Belgium to Ramsgate, with many boats
taking part so the marina was getting full.
We were lucky enough to find a good
mooring in a sheltered spot, as the winds
continued to increase. We were glad to
have followed Mike’s advice, as the wind
on Friday would have made the journey
much less comfortable.
Our original intention had been to leave on Saturday, Max going back to IYC while Morning Star
joined the cruise to Queenborough. But yet again our unofficial meteorologist warned that the
wind was increasing, and could reach force 7 or even 8 on Sunday! Then we received a phone
call from John Metson, saying that the Queenborough cruise had been cancelled due to bad
weather conditions. So early Saturday morning we set off for IYC, with the wind NE force 5. The
passage to the North Foreland as a bit lumpy but we made good time under engine. Once round
the headland we hoisted Genoa and scooted along the Kent coast. The wind increased and we
soon found that we were going to reach the East Last too soon, so we put in a reef.
As we continued, the wind strength increased and it became clear that we were going to reach
IYC before there was enough water to reach our moorings. We didn’t fancy hanging off a buoy in
those conditions, so we decreased sail again. As we sailed past Southend we were getting gusts
of 30 knots, but the tide made more than its predicted height and we were able to reach our
mooring much earlier than expected.
Once the boats had been tidied up and the packing done, the crews retired to the clubhouse for
a well-earned drink and a chance to reminisce about the great time we’d had.
By Gillian Hough
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CADETS MODEL REGALIA
With the sailing season in full flow and most of the boats back in the water, now is the
time to sort out the sailing gear and load up the boats. To help Members equip their
‘boating wardrobes’ and make sure we fly the club flag when we are out on the water
and visiting other yacht clubs, a fashion show of club regalia was held at the
clubhouse on the 21st May.
This season there are some new
items of regalia. Hoodies are now
available to appeal in particular to
our younger members, but these are
also available in larger sizes for the
more mature.
New items
manufactured by ‘Front Row’ were
also on display. Those of you who
took part in the cruise up the East
Coast in July 2010 will recall
seeing this attractive range on
display at the Royal Harwich Yacht
club. These may be included in our
range later in the year if there is
enough interest from Members.
The evening was topped off with a
competition of T-shirt designs produced
by the Cadets. A good time was had by
all with a fantastic job being done by
the Cadets in both the modelling and the
excellent T-shirt designs. First prize
for the t-shirt design was awarded to
Charlie Haase.
If you were unfortunate enough not to
be there you can still view and purchase
our club regalia stock by contacting
Viv Burling. The catalogues showing
the range available are located in the foyer of the clubhouse. Prices range from as little
as £5.00. Remember all regalia come complete with the club logo. So get out there and
show the flag!
Pictures and Prices now on Club web site (link below)
http://www.islandyachtclub.org.uk/members_page_regalia1.shtml
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Free Prize Draw Form:
Also on separate attachment to this email
Dave Speechley is planning to operate a Amateur Radio Station again this
year at the Fun day/Regatta, He has organised a special call sign for the
event:- “GB2IYC

Social Events
18th June:
25th June:
2nd July:
16th July:
23rd July:
30th July:
27th Aug:
3rd Sept:
17th Sept:
24th Sept:

Mid Summer Night Ball
Quiz night
Caribbean Night
Regatta Disco
Quiz Night
Dinghy Open Evening
Quiz Night
Mr and Mrs Evening
Canvey Supply BBQ
Quiz Night
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Motor Boat Report
With the season started our first planned trip of the year was a visit to
Faversham which was cancelled due to weather. But the second planned trip
of the season was the Vice commodore's cruise to Ramsgate
4 Motor boats took part Topaz / Castaway bay / Windsor maiden and Jim
Sinclair in his Corvette 32. along with 3 yachts. There were a few other boats
that wanted to attend this weekend but due to the low tides could not get off of
their moorings. This was a little sad as a good weekend was had by all who
had manage to got off of their moorings.
Please keep looking at the notice boards in the club house for what's
happening afloat or in the club as well also on the web site.
Martin Dobbs
Rear Commodore Motor

Sailing Section
Following the publication of the PY (Portsmouth Yardstick) numbers by the
RYA for 2011, the CCS committee propose to increase the handicaps of all
the CCS fleet by 1% to more closely reflect the RYA numbers. This will not
directly affect the relative handicaps within our fleet but will bring our
handicaps closer to those being used by other clubs.
The second race in our series of CCS ‘port to port’ races is the Leigh-on-Sea
Sailing Club race to Harty Ferry on 11th. June. Hope to see you on the start
line

.(Contact Mike if you want to race as entries were required by 9th June)

The start is from the Leigh Buoy at 10-30..
Course: South Shoebury(S). Spile(P). Columbine(S). Pollard Spit(P). Sand
End(S).
Finish. (Approx 20 miles) between the Hards at Harty Ferry.Time Limit 18-00.
Regards Mike Edwards.
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Cadets Report
Quite a lot has happened already this season with the cadets
The rib training has been in full flow along with the first race of the season for
cadets being the Paul Metson trophy with was run by John Metson which had
a good attendance of cadets taking part.
Also we have some of the older cadets taking part in the Sunday sailing at the
club along with the rest of the dinghy fleet.
Plans are in hand for our regatta day in July with quite a few of our members
putting a great deal of time and effort into ensuring a great day will be had by
all of those members who we hope will attend.
Regards Martin, Mark and Karen.

IYC BOATING ACTIVITIES 2011
Date
HW
JUNE
Sat 4
15.01
Sun 5
15.40
Fri 10
19.52
Sat 11
08.53
Sun 12
10.03
Sat 18
15.04
Sun 19
15.46
JULY
Sat 2
14.08
Sun 3
14.49
Fri 8
18.24
Sat 9
07.20
Sat 16
14.09
14.48
Sun 17
Sat 30
13.07
Sun 31
13.51
AUGUST
Sat 6
05.58
Sun 7
19.10
13.17
Sat 13
13.53
Sun 14
Sun 21
17.39
11.57
Sat 27
Sun 28
12.44
Mon 29
13.28
SEPTEMBER
Sat 3
16.57
Sun 4
17.47
Sun 11
12.56
Sat 17
16.01
Sun 18
16.31
Sat 24
10.25
Sun 25
11.26
OCTOBER
Sun 2
16.39
Sun 9
11.44

HT
5.6
5.5
5.1
5.3
5.3
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.7
5.4
5.3
5.7
5.8
5.6
5.8

CRUISER RACE

5.6
5.6
5.4
5.0
5.4
5.8
5.4

CADET

Pirate Cruise to
Queenborough
Harty Ferry Race

Harty Ferry Cruise

Ladies Race
Green King Race

Faversham (M)

NORE Race
Regatta

Ray Day
Regatta

Boatacs Race

Maidstone Fest. (M)
Stangate Crk Cruise

DINGHY

Halcon Trophy
Evening Series
LT Grafix Trophy
Ladies Race
Whitbread Race
Practice Day

5.5
Blackwater Race
5.2
5.6 Queenborough Race
5.7
5.1
5.4
5.7
5.9 BH
5.8
5.5

CRUISE

Ray Day
Regatta

Practice Day
Summer Series
Evening Series
NORE Race
Regatta
Summer Series
IYC Fast Cat Open
IYC Fast Cat Open

Blackwater Cruise

Summer Series
Alpha Marine Trophy
Commodore's
Cruise to
Royal Harwich YC

Bank Holiday Series
Bank Holiday Series

Ellen Rapkin
Interclub Dinghy
Race
Canvey Supply

Leigh Regatta
Leigh Regatta
TOWN CUP Race

Evening Series
Brinkman Trophy
Autumn Series
Interclub Dinghy T R
Autumn Series
Autumn Series

Koningstein Cup

Koningstein Cup
Gin & Rum
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Down on the waterfront…
A group of us were wandering across the yard (towards the tea hut) after
filling a lengthy trench to bury a section of the compound’s fresh water supply
main, when one of our older, mature even, members of the party said, “There’s
William...’
Now, it’s hard to work out who the older ones are sometimes: except for a
few of us, most are wandering towards the edges of seventy years young ... or
more. All work hard nail banging, digging, chocking and humping, month after
month... And that should be a prompt to all you younger ones to feel just a little
ashamed at your non participation in helping down at the club ... especially at the
more ‘menial’ manual labouring tasks that need doing – might have to pay for it
one day!
Anyway, where was I ... Ah yes! “William who...?” I said, with thoughts of
childhood stories based around a likeable young rogue in a ‘Just William’ book...
“You know ... William!” he’d enthused.
I looked quizzically around for a ‘William’. There wasn’t anyone I knew of
that name ... “Was there?” I thought quietly: I was clearly wrong.
“Over there...” the chap said, pointing at a plethora of sparks dancing amid
intermittent blue flashes and acrid smoke we could see coming from the work
boat’s rear end where Bill was working. Passing, he looked across and nodded as
he removed his mask, and bless him; the usual dog eared roll-up was dangling
from his lower lip.
Oh, that William,” I said feeling stupid. And chuckling ... I said, “I’ve an idea...”
and pausing thought “...it’s not puffing Billy, but puffing Will-.”
It transpires that our William prefers to be called William and William was
hard at it working on modification XX on ‘William’s Bot’ aka Lily Rapkin.
“Good on yer William!”
Tea break time can be a bit of an eye opener for various reasons. Subjects
of all sorts pop up. My mind wanders to charts first of all...
A man was carrying a new folio towards his boat (his old ones were
covered in red changes...) and he’d stopped for a few words with the hearty tea
drinkers soaking up the sun and contemplating their next job.
“I keep mine up to-date too ... well sort off,” one said looking at the folio,
adding, “...corrected them about two years ago ... got to have them haven’t you?
...insurance could be compromised if they aren’t corrected.” How true!
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“Oh yes...” the folio man said, “...I correct mine twice a year, usually ... but
these are new ones.” And he went on to explain that he didn’t think much of the
details they gave for the upper ends of the rivers and creeks – not like older
charts of several decades ago.
“You don’t need them...” was a retort. “I can zoom in on my electronic
chart ... it shows the edges and shallows...” If that is so, then why don’t you see
more boats anchored for a quiet night up the top ends of our creeks where their
electronic wiz bangs show sufficient water to remain comfortably afloat...?
“There’s another thing,” the man with the charts said, but perhaps it was a
different time, “Bloody club books still don’t have the low tide heights in...”
thinking too of the time he’d been asked why those details were wanted ... of
course ... it’s so you know what water there is at the top of a creek... See what I
mean!
Apparently the electronic wiz bangs give that info too ... more reason to ask
why boats steer clear of the top ends of creeks!
Something else came to my attention too; well it was a ‘moorings man’ that
voiced the complaint... He’d been asked by a mooring holder along the
‘executive moorings’ about the long grass along the creek bank. The person had
apparently asked, “Whose job is it to cut this grass ... when’s it being done...?”
What the moorings man thought (he voiced it round the table) isn’t printable.
Besides, the ground has a natural feel to it: it has a classic salt marsh fringe with
salt tolerant grasses and other plants climbing the two metre slope. It is a wildlife
habitat and we should preserve it ... though there is nothing wrong with a pair of
mooring holders cutting a path to their joint mooring finger, is there?
Whilst on about grass - the man (of the charts) was much aggrieved
recently: he’d just mown the ‘old’ dinghy compound. Quantities of stray rope
and odd bits of dinghy twine thrown down, at sometime, by un-thoughtful
persons had booby trapped the mower he was using, locking the blades several
times. The mower got fed up and was ‘buggered’ by the experience.
A voice called over the compound recently, “When are you going to do
something about the position of that buoy,” pointing into the creek, past his
marooned craft firmly ensconced on terra firma. “It’s in the wrong place ... it’s
moved...” It had indeed moved about – still waiting to be dug in.
“What are YOU going to do about it?” was the cutting retort.
A recent question had been asked, “Are there any takers for a bit of buoy
hopping?” It had been met with a stinging deathly hush!
Here’s more on buoys: By the way, if you haven’t passed along the creek’s
entrance channel for a while, be assured that the navigation buoys are securely
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tethered and in their correct places. The wiggly rows of red and greens have been
fitted with new mooring chains, not that you’d notice though: they’re under
water
A new point buoy has appeared too. It’s an East Cardinal and has been
place a little closer to the point to the east of the debris that lurks on the flats. So
one should leave it to the east! (That’s the pier side of the buoy!) I heard a voice
badgering William (one of the creek committee) about the rubbish out there. The
man said, “It needs dealing with...”
And I know of at least two guys who have done a bit of flattening out on
those flats. There isn’t really any clear channel across either. The tide virtually
comes over in a sheet. The shingle and shell patch on Marsh End Sand
sometimes heaps up a little, but when most leave the creek it has a metre over it
... at least.
There is a little extra to the above too... William’s mudlarking mate was leading
the way (I’m told) and reaching the outer end of the walkway he’d tossed his
spade down into the mud where it stood to perfect attention. “That’s clever,”
William remarked.
“...done it before...” was the cocky response! William passed his shovel and
away it went, on a curving flight towards the soft embrace of the mud... Only it
was a dodgy flight – perhaps an ash cloud intervened – and its handle struck a
jetty timber, sending a shower of debris that spiralled in various directions... The
shovel landed perfectly beside the other, its shattered handle scattered around it!
“B- Hell!” William apparently spluttered, “My daughter gave me that...”
William’s mate was mortified and somewhat embarrassed. He’d promptly
offered to buy a new shovel ... to fix it even ... with many profuse apologies to
console poor William, who was hopping about ... pulling hard at his dog-end.
William had his revenge though: at their arrival where the new point buoy
was to be dug in, William had said, “Ah, you’ve done it before ... I’ve got a
broken shovel...” and laughing added,”...so you’ll have to do it.”
By the time this goes to press the summer will be upon us. Let us hope that the
‘summer’ period is an improvement on last year ... well it was okay if you were
retired and could go off in June and July, but not if constrained by school or
holiday dates... Anyway, the best thing is to make the best of what is dished up –
that’s Rat’s motto!

Water Rat
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A rare, but welcome sight
I was followed out of the creek by a rare passage maker recently – Biscay.
Peter, Biscay’s owner, clearly loves his boat, but an outing is rare. He has
lavished her with a host of gadgets and a larger engine since his retirement, and
she looks work-man-like indeed.

The occurrence took place during the long fine spell we enjoyed during May
(continued from April, March and ... yet still the compound is half full of
craft...). Biscay was seen heading off towards the pier as I wended my way up
Hadleigh Ray for a gentle sail amongst the marshes. Pity about those fenders
Peter – though even I have been known to forget a fender or two ... until the
swish they make when towing alongside, heeled, on a tack, awakens the senses
... and a mortified shame flushes my nonchalant air.
Maybe others amongst us will follow Peter’s example too ...
going out that is ... not the fenders!

Nick Ardley

Whimbrel
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Recent history: unknown by many
I was with a group of men preparing to move boats, some in and some out of the
water, and during a short period of general chatting (waiting) it transpired that
none of the group, apart from me, knew or remembered the slipway as it was,
just a few years ago. So I explained...
I’d recently dug out some pictures, for another project, and remembered seeing a
couple that had interested me: they were of the subject matter. The time lapse
between the two pictures is the same as from the latest to present day – thirteen
years. The pictures are, of course, of Whimbrel, the Finesse 24 owned by
Christobel and Nick Ardley.

Picture 1: Looking across the creek in 1985.
The first picture is of the boat when I had a berth opposite the slipway on
Halcon’s moorings. It was taken in 1985 when Whimbrel was just a year and a
half... Of interest are the old dinghy racks and slips that sat immediately to the
east of our wharf (and slip). Observations to make are; the sloping nature to the
creek’s profile, which is now much higher and almost flat, dropping into the rill;
the drop from the marsh edges to the mud by the finger berths at the western end
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of the run – the run accessed from the main gate; and too, the busy row of
smaller craft moorings in the middle. The tide had only recently come up the rill,
yet, craft in their finger berths already felt a comforting uplift. The dinghy racks
were ripped out c1995 and the present row of mooring fingers erected. Remains
of the racks can be seen along the marsh edges today.
In the second picture - the subject that inspired me - is the slipway as it was in
1998 before two stages of development work took place. Whimbrel, by the way,
was being prepared for her four yearly coat of paint ... helped by your long
serving compound man, even then, a stalwart around the creek. He helped to
build the previously mentioned moorings.
The first stage was the widening of the slipway on the eastern side. It was dug
away, piled and boarded with old telegraph poles and sleepers then backfilled.
The slip was mesh laid and concreted. The ‘new’ section can be clearly seen by
the join running down its length. This work was carried out during late 1999 into
2000. The consolidation of the bank behind Brinkman’s Wharf also took place –
some time afterwards – c2004.
The second stage followed fairly swiftly and was completed by late 2002. The
line, from ‘Derek’s’ mooring, was followed up the base of a grassed bank to the
top, again, with poles and sleepers, backfilled and levelled. The line of the ‘new’
section is again clearly visible. Concreting was taken down to the bottom, to the
edge of the rill. The result of those combined works gave us a slipway to rival
the other island club, the ‘Benfleet’, up by the island’s bridge to South Benfleet.
For the second batch of work I was asked by the club committee, when on the
mooring committee, to draw up a plan for a proposed extension of the dinghy
compound ... showing our widened slipway, wrapped up retrospectively, for
planning purposes: it looked as if we’d carried out, or were carrying out,
infringements! This I duly did. My drawing was later professionally redrawn
(Turner family?). The proposed dinghy compound was to include what has
become Derek’s car park ... it was to have included all the ground towards the
sea wall with a bird and butterfly friendly planted screen of shrubs between the
wall and the compound’s fence. It would have done away with the scruffy dump
that it often becomes ... hey ho!
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Picture 2: The slipway in July 1998.
The ‘old’ dinghy pound enlargement was completed, levelled and coated in
chippings. There then followed the swift arrival of numerous dinghies, and cats
in particular. This soon led to the need for further storage facilities. Ultimately,
an underused area, many thought of as a playground, to the south of the
clubhouse was utilised: ‘...sailing (boating) members should be granted first use
of our facilities...’ I said in a ‘pointed’ letter in November 2004... “We’re a yacht
club, aren’t we?” Our present Commodore was then the club’s long serving, hard
working, secretary... The floating pontoon with slipways speedily followed –
with Brian Turner and others leading a dinghy renaissance ... following on from
an earlier earthen ramp across the marsh to a slip ... both had had to be removed
... by order ... after a member had stirred up a hornet’s nest with our apparent
infringement...!
Ah well, I’d better stop there.

Nick Ardley

Whimbrel
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Varnishing:
The other day I went looking for some traditional varnish to touch up an
old piece of furniture. I reckoned it was just a traditional oil based copal
varnish.
At my local B&Q. I asked a store assistant; He rattled of a variety of
brand names they stocked but said he hadn’t heard of “Copal” was it a
new make?.. I tried to explain but they looked completely confused.
I made a fruitless search of the shelves and then he came back “I have
checked with the manager, he has been here for over ten years and we
have never stocked that brand!”
I headed off to the yacht chandlers…

IYC Boats for sale
More details on the IYC Web site.
FAIREY FISHERMAN

JENNY F

26ft

P.O.A.

MACWESTER ROWAN

MOUNTAIN ASH

22ft

P.O.A

BULL7000

THUNDACHILD

25ft

£19,500

SUSIE-B

GRP

28ft

£18,750

WHISKY JACK

TRIMARAN

13m

£18,000

McGREGOR

EMILY

26ft

£10,500

SADLER 25

NIPPA II

25ft

£10,000

TRAPPER 300

FLYING FOX

26ft

£7,000

VIVACITY

GRP

20ft

OFFERS
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